Introduction
============

Mendelian traits in non-laboratory animals
------------------------------------------

As soon as Mendelism was rediscovered in 1900, enormous scientific effort was devoted to investigating the extent to which Mendelian inheritance occurs across the plant and animal kingdoms. Progress was spectacular. Just two years later, in his first report to the Evolution Committee of the Royal Society, Bateson ([@b11]) described five Mendelian animal traits (all in chickens), namely pea comb (OMIA 000782-9031), rose comb (OMIA 000884-9031), polydactyly (OMIA 000810-9031), shank (skin) colour (OMIA 001449-9031) and white plumage (dominant white; OMIA 000373-9031). In an adjacent paper in the same report, Bateson & Saunders ([@b14]) added polled in cattle (OMIA 000483-9913). Interestingly, they also speculated (correctly, as it turns out) that the characteristic plumage colour of Blue Andalusian chickens (OMIA 001154-9031) is due to heterozygosity. In the second report to the Royal Society\'s Evolution Committee, Bateson & Punnett ([@b15]) presented an early example of a classic 9:3:3:1 Mendelian ratio, for crosses involving the pea comb locus and the rose comb locus. In reporting that the double-dominant genotype in these results is the 'walnut' comb, they also reported the first-ever example of interaction between alleles at different loci, for which Bateson ([@b12]) a few years later coined the term 'epistatic'. The second report also included a lengthy account by Hurst ([@b55]) of extensive crossing experiments in chickens. In addition to the traits included in the 1902 reports, Hurst added feathered shanks (OMIA 000839-9031) and crested head (OMIA 000240-9031), plus a few others for which the evidence was probably insufficient. The strong emphasis on chickens in these early reports is a reflection of the relative ease and speed of breeding this species, compared with other domesticated animal species.

Whole books on Mendelism soon appeared. Punnett\'s ([@b103]) *Mendelism* included 'unpigmented' (albinism; OMIA 000202-9986) and long hair (angora; OMIA 000439-9986) in rabbits and pea comb, rose comb, dominant white and Blue Andalusian in chickens. Bateson\'s ([@b13]) *Mendel\'s Principles of Heredity* included Manx tail (OMIA 000975-9685) and polydactyly (OMIA 000810-9685) in cats; frizzle (OMIA 000394-9031) and rumplessness (OMIA 001633-9031) in chickens; and various coat colours in cats, cattle and horses. In [@b19], Castle\'s *Heredity in Relation to Evolution and Animal Breeding* included polled in sheep (OMIA 000483-9940).

In the ensuing decades, catalogues of ever-increasing numbers of Mendelian traits were published for all the major domesticated animal species. Notable among the cataloguers are O.N. Eaton, F.B. Hutt, I.M. Lerner, K. Huston, R. Robinson, D.F. Patterson, J.J. Lauvergne, L. Ollivier, S.M. Dennis, H.W. Leipold, D. Hamori, W. Wegner, R.G. Somes, R.D. Jolly and P. Sellier. The reviews by these authors are too numerous to list here. They are listed in the 'Reviews' section of the 'Landmarks, Reviews, Maps' tab of the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Animals (OMIA) web site at <http://omia.angis.org.au>.

The state of knowledge of Mendelian traits in non-laboratory animals up to 2012 is summarised in Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Also shown in Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} are the numbers of Mendelian traits for which causal mutations were known up to 2012. (Here, the word 'causal' is used broadly in the sense of causal or key; similarly, the word 'mutations' is used generically in the sense of 'variants'.) The aim of this review is to summarise the history of the discovery of these causal mutations, with a particular emphasis on the methods of discovery. The review also provides some analyses of the types of mutations that have been recorded.

###### 

The numbers of single-locus (Mendelian) traits published in non-laboratory animals and the numbers of such traits for which causal mutations have been discovered, up to the end of 2012. Hyperlinks to lists, and thence to details, of the actual traits summarised in this table are available from the home page of Online Mendelian Inheritance in Animals (OMIA): <http://omia.angis.org.au>. The last two rows indicate the number of missense and non-sense causal mutations reported for the seven species with the greatest number of published causal mutations.

                                           Animal species                                              
  ---------------------------------------- ---------------- ----- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- -----
  Mendelian trait                          221              146   125   88   77   49   40   13   239   998
  Mendelian trait; causal mutation known   155              82    37    40   44   23   29   8    81    499
  Missense mutations reported              63               30    14    19   25   12   15              
  Non-sense mutations reported             21               21    5     7    10   0    2               

Mutation discovery for Mendelian traits in non-laboratory animals
=================================================================

Initial success
---------------

The molecular revolution began with the discovery of the structure of DNA by Watson & Crick ([@b133]). The subsequent development of methods for manipulating and sequencing DNA was at the heart of this revolution. By the time of the award of the 1980 Nobel Prize for chemistry to Berg (recombinant DNA) and Gilbert and Sanger (DNA sequencing) (<http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry/laureates/1980/>), sufficient molecular tools were in place for a concerted effort to determine the molecular basis of Mendelian traits. The most straightforward challenges were disorders with an obvious candidate gene.

Familial goitre in cattle (OMIA 000424-9913) was the first success story in non-laboratory animals, the obvious candidate molecule being the peptide thyroglobulin (TG). Tellingly, all authors of the three key papers (Tassi *et al*. [@b124]; Ricketts *et al*. [@b105], [@b106]) were working in human medical research laboratories (in Naples, Cape Town and Brussels). The first of these papers reported a 10- to 15-fold decrease in the concentration of *TG* mRNA in affected cattle; the second paper reported the use of S1 nuclease assays and electron microscopy of RNA/DNA hybridisation to narrow down the location of the mutation to near the junction of exon 9 and intron 9 of the *TG* gene; and the third (1987) paper reported the cloning and sequencing of *TG* cDNA from an affected animal, and the cloning and sequencing of genomic DNA from the *TG* exon-9--intron-9 junction of an affected and a normal animal, leading to discovery of the causal mutation as a non-sense mutation: a C\>T transition towards the end of exon 9 of *TG*, resulting in p.Arg697Ter. It is interesting to note that this 1987 discovery predates by four years the first report of a mutation in the *TG* gene causing familial goitre in humans (Ieiri *et al*. [@b57]) and that the last author of this human report is also the last author of the 1987 bovine report. Judging from the text of the human paper, it is evident that the bovine research substantially informed the research leading to the discovery of the first human *TG* mutation.

The next success story, citrullinaemia in cattle (OMIA 000194-9913), was published in 1989. This disorder also has an obvious candidate gene, in this case the gene encoding the enzyme argininosuccinate synthetase (*ASS1*). Armed with DNA samples from affected and normal Australian cattle, animal researchers Julie Dennis and Peter Healy crossed the Pacific Ocean to the Baylor College of Medicine (Houston) laboratory of Arthur L. Beaudet and William E. O\'Brien, who were by then just about to announce the first characterisation of mutations in the *ASS1* gene causing human citrullinaemia (Jackson *et al*. [@b61]). Very quickly, the mutation in the bovine cases was shown to be (coincidentally) exactly the same type of non-sense mutation as for familial goitre: a C\>T transition resulting in p.Arg86Ter (Dennis *et al*. [@b30]). Incidentally, this discovery was greatly aided by the use of the then still-novel polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

Two months after the publication of the bovine citrullinaemia mutation came the first report of the molecular basis of a Mendelian disorder in dogs. As with the bovine cases, this disorder (haemophilia B; OMIA 000438-9615) had an obvious candidate molecule, namely coagulation factor IX (F9). Once again, the research was conducted by (human) medical researchers, in this case a team led by the pioneer haemophilia researcher Kenneth M. Brinkhous, who maintained colonies of haemophilic dogs at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (the haemophilia A colony since 1947; the haemophilia B colony since 1966). In the early 1970s, matings between dogs from these two colonies enabled Brinkhous *et al*. ([@b17]) to show that the loci for canine haemophilias A and B are both on the X chromosome, but far apart. By 1989, a team from Brinkhous\'s laboratory was able to use PCR to amplify the entire *F9* cDNA from affected animals and to show by sequencing that haemophilia B in this colony of dogs is due to a missense mutation (c.1477G\>A), replacing a highly conserved glycine (p.Gly379Glu) (Evans *et al*. [@b38]).

An indication of the importance of these first three discoveries is that each was published in *Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America (PNAS)*.

The next year, 1990, saw the publication of two newly identified non-sense mutations, each in a likely candidate gene, as the cause of X-linked tremor in dogs (OMIA 000770-9615; Nadon *et al*. [@b97]) and maple syrup urine disease in cattle (OMIA 000627-9913; Zhang *et al*. [@b141]).

Two new molecular characterisations were reported in 1991. The first of these, Henny feathering in chickens (OMIA 000452-9031), became the first documented case of an insertion mutation in non-laboratory animals, in this case the insertion of the terminal repeat sequence of a retrovirus into the 5′ promoter region of the gene encoding the candidate molecule aromatase (*CYP19A1*) (Matsumine *et al*. [@b81]).

The second trait was malignant hyperthermia (MH) in pigs (OMIA 000621-9825), which had been the subject of extensive research in many laboratories around the world for several decades. Its importance arose from its manifestation as porcine stress syndrome (PSS) and pale, soft, exudative (PSE) meat. For reasons that will become evident, it is worth retelling the MH story in some detail.

It had long been realised that MH in humans is triggered by an adverse reaction to the anaesthetic halothane. This gave rise to the development of the halothane test in pigs (Webb & Jordan [@b134]), by which hundreds of thousands of pigs around the world were phenotyped for PSS. So extensive was the use of the halothane test that the porcine gene for PSS became known as *Hal*. By the mid-1980s, *Hal* was known to belong to a linkage group comprising six loci (reviewed by Archibald & Imlah [@b6]). By the late 1980s, this linkage group had been physically mapped to pig chromosome SSC6p12--q22 (Davies *et al*. [@b29]). In the same year, Mickelson *et al*. ([@b90]) presented strong evidence to suggest that the physiological fault in porcine MH muscle may reside in the so-called ryanodine receptor, which is actually the Ca^2+^-release channel of a muscle organelle known as sarcoplasmic reticulum and hence has central involvement in muscle contraction, a key feature of MH. This sparked considerable interest in the ryanodine receptor: the peptide was isolated from rabbits and sequenced by Takeshima *et al*. ([@b201]), who used this information to isolate, clone and sequence the corresponding rabbit cDNA. This sequence was then used to isolate, clone and hence physically map the ryanodine receptor gene (*RYR1*) in humans (MacLennan *et al*. [@b78]) and pigs (Harbitz *et al*. [@b54]). In humans, it maps to HSA19cen--q13.2, which (tantalisingly) contains a gene (*GPI*) that also occurs in the porcine *Hal* linkage group; in pigs, it maps (just as tantalisingly) to exactly the same (by then refined) location as the *Hal* linkage group, that is, SSC6p11--q21. At the same time, it was becoming increasingly evident that there is strongly conserved synteny between these two regions, that is, between SSC6p11--q21 and (the narrowed region) HSA19q12--q13.2 (Chowdhary *et al*. [@b25]; Yerle *et al*. [@b140]). Making use of this information, human geneticists checked to see whether the then unmapped MH in humans is linked to HSA19q12--13.2 markers and, sure enough, it is (MacLennan *et al*. [@b79]; McCarthy *et al*. [@b83]). This is the first case of a human Mendelian disorder being mapped on the basis of information gleaned from non-laboratory animals. In the same paper, MacLennan *et al*. ([@b79]) reported that the ryanodine receptor shows zero recombination with MH in humans. The race was then on to search for causal mutations in this candidate gene in humans and in pigs& It turned out to be a Herculean task: the coding sequence, alone, is 15.2 kb in length. The race was won by MacLennan\'s team (Fujii *et al*. [@b42]) who showed that the porcine *Hal* mutation involves yet another C\>T transition (c.1843C\>T in *RYR1*), resulting in p.Arg615Cys. Thus, the smallest possible change (a single base substitution causing a single amino acid substitution) in a very large molecule comprising 5035 amino acids was shown to be the cause of a disorder that had been a major financial burden for the global pig industry for several decades. Intriguingly, when MacLennan\'s team searched for the same mutation in human families segregating MH, they discovered the corresponding mutation (c.1840C\>T; p.Arg614Cys) in one family, and this became the first human causal MH mutation to be reported (later that same year, by Gillard *et al*. [@b47]).

The p.Arg615Cys mutation is responsible for almost all cases of porcine MH throughout the world, suggesting that the origin of this mutation predates breed formation or that it has been spread among breeds due to introgression followed by strong positive selection. The positive selection arose from the fact that the p.Arg615Cys allele is associated with leanness (reviewed by Sellier [@b118]), a trait increasingly favoured in the last 50 years. Thus, the p.Arg615Cys allele is both favourable (increasing leanness) and unfavourable (MH susceptible when homozygous). The inevitable result was selection favouring heterozygotes (overdominance) at this locus, which explains why this harmful allele was so frequent in pig populations throughout the world. On the reasonable conclusion that its disadvantages (PSS and PSE) outweigh its advantages, DNA tests based on the c.1843C\>T mutation were used to remove the allele from most pig populations in the decade or so following the allele\'s discovery. In contrast to the situation with pigs, MH in humans has a wide range of different causal mutations (all at relatively low frequency) in more than one gene (see OMIM 145600, OMIM 601887).

The following year (1992) saw the first publication of a causal mutation in horses, namely a missense mutation in *SCN4A* resulting in periodic paralysis II (OMIA 000785-9796). This was identified by Rudolph *et al*. ([@b113]), following discovery that *SCN4A*, a strong comparative candidate gene, co-segregates with the disorder (Rudolph *et al*. [@b112]). Interestingly, this disorder provides another example of heterozygote advantage: the mutant allele confers increased muscularity, which is favoured by show judges (Naylor [@b98]). Exactly the same comparative positional candidate gene strategy was used by Klungland *et al*. ([@b67]) to identify the first reported molecular basis of coat colour mutations in any non-laboratory animal (dominant black and recessive red in cattle; OMIA 001199-9913) and by Johansson Moller *et al*. ([@b62]) to show that mutations in *KIT* are responsible for dominant white spotting in pigs (OMIA 000209-9825).

As more and more single-locus traits were characterised at the DNA level in humans and in laboratory animals (especially mice), the comparative candidate gene approach proved to be very productive for the identification of the molecular basis of homologous traits in non-laboratory animals. By the end of the 1990s, this strategy had led to the publication of causal mutations for 73 single-locus traits in non-laboratory animals.

There were, however, many single-locus traits with no obvious candidate gene, comparative or otherwise. One obvious strategy for tackling such traits was to map them in the relevant species and then to utilise the ever-increasing knowledge of comparative maps between non-laboratory animal species and very well-mapped species, such as humans and mice, to identify positional comparative candidate genes. The first step in this strategy required sufficient polymorphic markers to cover all regions of all chromosomes. Microsatellites filled that bill.

The utility of genome-wide microsatellite linkage maps
------------------------------------------------------

The power of microsatellites was shown by three pioneering studies in 1993. Using 233 microsatellites in cattle, Michel Georges and colleagues identified markers linked to the Weaver locus (OMIA 000827-9913; Georges *et al*. [@b44]) and the polled locus (OMIA 000483-9913; Georges *et al*. [@b45]). In sheep, Montgomery *et al*. ([@b93]) identified random microsatellite markers and an RFLP linked to the Booroola fecundity locus (OMIA 000383-9940). An indication of the importance of these discoveries at that time is that, even though each of these papers went no further than reporting (loose) linkage to markers, two of them were published in *Nature Genetics* and the other in *PNAS*& As the numbers of markers increased, Charlier *et al*. ([@b21]) showed how homozygosity (identity-by-descent) mapping on a relatively small number of affected animals (e.g. 12) and on a pool of DNA from control animals could be a powerful first step in mapping a single-locus trait, in their case narrowing down the location of syndactyly in cattle (OMIA 000963-9913) to three candidate regions, each comprising sizeable proportions of a different bovine chromosome. Subsequent conventional linkage analysis (involving additional animals genotyped for additional markers in the candidate regions) by the same authors identified closely linked markers in one of the candidate regions.

By the end of the 1990s, reasonably comprehensive microsatellite linkage maps had been published for cattle (Barendse *et al*. [@b9], [@b10]; Bishop *et al*. [@b16]; Ma *et al*. [@b77]; Kappes *et al*. [@b65]), pigs (Ellegren *et al*. [@b35]; Rohrer *et al*. [@b108], [@b109]; Archibald *et al*. [@b7]; Marklund *et al*. [@b80]; Mikawa *et al*. [@b91]), sheep (Crawford *et al*. [@b26]; de Gortari *et al*. [@b48]), chickens (Cheng *et al*. [@b24]; Crooijmans *et al*. [@b27]; Groenen *et al*. [@b50]), goats (Vaiman *et al*. [@b125]), dogs (Lingaas *et al*. [@b73]; Mellersh *et al*. [@b88]), horses (Lindgren *et al*. [@b72]; Guérin *et al*. [@b53]) and cats (Menotti-Raymond *et al*. [@b89]). At the same time, by integrating these maps with physical maps, linkage groups were being allocated to particular chromosomes: it was now possible to 'scan' all regions of all chromosomes. This development set the stage for the widespread use of genome scans followed by linkage analysis or homozygosity/autozygosity mapping, followed by comparative positional candidate gene analysis.

The first trait in non-laboratory animals for which a causal mutation was identified from the combined results of a genome scan and a subsequent comparative positional candidate gene strategy was muscular hypertrophy (double muscling) in cattle (OMIA 000683-9913; Charlier *et al*. [@b20]; Grobet *et al*. [@b49]; Kambadur *et al*. [@b64]; McPherron & Lee [@b85]). This combined strategy became increasingly popular and productive in the first half of the 2000s.

In some cases, mapping was so precise that, even in the absence of any comparative candidate genes, sequencing of the fine-mapped candidate region in the species of interest revealed a new gene directly relevant to the trait, closely followed by discovery of a causal mutation within that gene. The first published application of this (positional cloning) strategy was the discovery of the *PRKAG3* gene for the Rendement Napole meat quality trait by Milan *et al*. ([@b92]); OMIA 001085-9825). Other early examples include discovery of the non-coding RNA gene *PISRT1* for polled/intersex syndrome in goats (OMIA 000483-9925; Pailhoux *et al*. [@b101]) and *LIMBIN* (now *EVC2*) for chondrodysplasia in cattle (OMIA 000187-9913; Takeda *et al*. [@b123]).

The next revolution: genome assemblies and SNP chips
----------------------------------------------------

At the same time as genome scans were beginning to yield causal mutations in non-laboratory animals, the first draft genome sequence assemblies were published for humans (Lander *et al*. [@b68]; Venter *et al*. [@b128]) and mice (Waterston *et al*. [@b132]), ushering in a new revolution. Draft genome sequence assemblies soon became available for the main non-laboratory animals, and genome-assembly publications followed for chicken (International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium [@b59]), dog (Lindblad-Toh *et al*. [@b71]), cat (Pontius *et al*. [@b102]), sheep (Dalrymple *et al*. [@b28]), cattle (Elsik *et al*. [@b36]; Liu *et al*. [@b74]; Zimin *et al*. [@b142]), horse (Wade *et al*. [@b131]) and pig (Archibald *et al*. [@b8]; Groenen *et al*. [@b52]). The continual improvements in the quality and the extent of annotation of these genome assemblies saw a consequential decrease in the need for comparative mapping analysis. Coincident with the initial creation of draft genome sequence assemblies came the recognition that single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), detectable from comparisons of sequence data, could be powerful DNA markers for research and application in animal genetics (Vignal *et al*. [@b129]), especially given that their exact location in the sequence, and hence in the genome, is (in principle) automatically known.

The generation of raw sequence data for genome assemblies and for SNP discovery was itself revolutionised by the advent in the mid-2000s of next-generation sequencing methods, which dramatically reduced the cost of sequencing (reviewed by Schuster [@b116]). The 2000s can therefore be dubbed the decade of SNP discovery and utilisation. In next to no time, or so it seemed, tens (and later, hundreds) of thousands of more-or-less equally spaced SNPs were available on arrays ('chips'), providing very dense coverage across an entire genome: for chicken (Wong *et al*. [@b139]; Muir *et al*. [@b94]; Groenen *et al*. [@b51]), dog (Lindblad-Toh *et al*. [@b71]), cat (Pontius *et al*. [@b102]; Mullikin *et al*. [@b95]), cattle (Charlier *et al*. [@b22]; Van Tassell *et al*. [@b126]; Eck *et al*. [@b34]; Gibbs *et al*. [@b46]; Matukumalli *et al*. [@b82]; Stothard *et al*. [@b122]), horse (Wade *et al*. [@b131]; McCue *et al*. [@b84]), pig (Amaral *et al*. [@b2]; Ramos *et al*. [@b104]) and sheep (International Sheep Genomics Consortium *et al*. [@b60]).

The immense combined power of dense SNP chips and increasingly better-annotated genome assemblies for each of the major non-laboratory animal species was well illustrated in two landmark papers by Karlsson *et al*. ([@b66]) and Charlier *et al*. ([@b22]), who showed that with these tools, single-locus traits could be fine-mapped with amazingly small numbers of affecteds and controls (around 10 of each) to a sufficiently small region of a chromosome by either association analysis or homozygosity/autozygosity mapping, respectively; and that the candidate region could be sufficiently small so as to provide a manageable list of positional candidate genes for sequencing.

Single nucleotide polymorphisms chips can sometimes be used on pooled DNA, thereby dramatically reducing the cost of a project. Wells *et al*. ([@b135]), for example, fine-mapped scaleless in chickens (OMIA 000889-9031) to a 1.25-Mb region using just two 60K SNP chips: one on DNA pooled from 86 chickens homozygous for scaleless and the other on a pool from 120 heterozygous sibs. Sequencing within that region enabled the same authors to identify the causal mutation as a non-sense mutation in *FGF20*.

Detecting mutations that cause abortions and/or stillbirths
-----------------------------------------------------------

The existence of mutants which when homozygous result in embryonic lethality (i.e. 'natural' abortion) has been known for many decades, e.g. Hutt ([@b56]), Eaton ([@b33]) and Lerner ([@b69]). Typically, such mutants have been discovered because they result in a distinctive phenotype when heterozygous, i.e., their distinctive phenotype is dominant (or partially dominant) and the lethality is recessive. It has long been recognised, however, that there must be many recessive lethal mutants that have no identifiable effect in heterozygotes. How does one detect such mutants? Occasionally, luck can play a part. As part of a nutrition study at the University of Illinois, the level of orotic acid was measured in the milk of cows in the university herd. Some cows had exceptionally high levels of this acid, and one possible explanation was that they were deficient in uridine monophosphate synthetase (UMPS), the enzyme responsible for converting orotic acid to uridine monophosphate. Subsequent biochemical tests showed that these cows had only 50% of the normal activity of this enzyme (Robinson *et al*. [@b107]). Given that UMPS catalyses the last two steps of pyrimidine synthesis, it was expected (and subsequently reported by Shanks & Robinson [@b119]) that homozygosity for the deficiency results in embryonic lethality. The causal mutation for deficiency of UMPS in cattle, namely a non-sense mutation in *UMPS*, was reported by Schwenger *et al*. ([@b117]) (DUMPS; OMIA 000262-9913).

In recent years, systematic strategies have been developed for detecting mutants causing abortions and/or stillbirths. In the first of these, Flisikowski *et al*. ([@b39]) described a Finnish Ayrshire bull with an incidence of almost 50% of late abortion/stillbirth in his progeny. A half-sib linkage analysis with the bovine 50K SNP chip implicated the maternally imprinted *PEG3* domain on chromosome BTA18. Close examination of this region disclosed that this bull was heterozygous for a 110-kb deletion in the *MIMT1* LincRNA gene (OMIA 001565-9913). All of his offspring receive a maternally imprinted (and hence non-expressed) version of this gene from their dam. The 50% of his offspring that receive the deletion from the bull will therefore have no functional *MIMT1* gene. The vast majority of these offspring die in late pregnancy, resulting in late abortion/stillbirth.

A powerful strategy was described by VanRaden *et al*. ([@b127]), namely searching for common haplotypes that are never homozygous in live animals. By using genotype data from tens of thousands of North American Holsteins, Jerseys and Brown Swiss cattle, each genotyped with the bovine 50K SNP chip, these authors identified and (automatically) fine-mapped five new recessive lethal haplotypes in cattle (OMIA 001825-9913, OMIA 000001-9913, OMIA 001823-9913, OMIA 001824-9913 and OMIA 001697-9913). They also confirmed the lethal or partially lethal effects of eight previously documented mutants. The lethal mutation responsible for one of these (OMIA 000001-9913) was reported by Adams *et al*. ([@b1]). Four more of these lethal haplotypes were characterised at the DNA level in 2013 (see OMIA 001826-9913, OMIA 001697-9913, OMIA 001827-9913 and OMIA 001828-9913).

Having discovered the causal mutation for brachyspina in cattle (OMIA 000151-9913) and having noticed that a large proportion of affected calves die *in utero*, Charlier *et al*. ([@b23]) suggested a different strategy for detecting lethals, namely exome sequencing of 100--200 animals per breed to detect 'disruptive' (candidate) mutations, followed by genotyping around 5000 animals in relevant breeds for these mutations, and then searching for those mutations that are common (say, \>0.03) but significantly deficient as homozygotes.

Mutation detection in a candidate region: sequence the region or the whole genome?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An obvious strategy for detecting a causal mutation in a candidate region is to 'capture' DNA from the region via a 'tiling' array of oligonucleotides and then to (deep) sequence it. The first published example of this strategy in non-laboratory animals reported the discovery of a causal mutation of arachnomelia in Brown Swiss cattle (OMIA 000059-9913; Drögemüller *et al*. [@b31]) as a single base insertion in the *SUOX* gene. Interestingly, this same disorder in Simmental cattle (OMIA 001541-9913) is due to a (2-bp deletion) mutation in a different gene, namely *MOCS1* (Buitkamp *et al*. [@b18]). As noted by Buitkamp *et al*. ([@b18]), this heterogeneity makes sense when it is realised that *MOCS1* encodes two peptides (MOCS1A and MOCS1B) that are involved in the synthesis of molybdenum cofactor (Moco), which in turn is involved in the synthesis of sulphite oxidase, the gene for which is *SUOX*. Thus, mutations in either *SUOX* or *MOCS1* are expected to result in the same biochemical deficiency and hence the same clinical signs.

Given the extraordinary decreases in the cost of sequencing, to the extent that in October 2013 the cost of sequencing an entire mammalian genome to an average coverage depth of 30X was less than US\$5000 (J. Taylor and R. Schnabel, pers. comm.), it has been argued (e.g. Wade [@b130]; Schnabel *et al*. [@b115]) that whole-genome sequencing of an affected animal is a feasible alternative to 'capturing' and sequencing a region in that animal, especially because each sequenced affected animal can be re-used as a control for comparison with whole-genome-sequenced animals that are affected with different disorders. Of course, the storage and analysis of the vast data from whole-genome sequencing imposes its own challenges, but these are quickly being overcome with the increasing availability of capacity for storing sequence data and the increasing power of bioinformatics tools for analysis, for example Nordström *et al*. ([@b99]). As sequencing costs continue to decrease, whole-genome sequencing alone may well become the strategy of choice for simultaneously mapping traits and revealing their causal mutations (Schnabel *et al*. [@b115]; Willet *et al*. [@b137]).

Another sequencing strategy for mutation detection
--------------------------------------------------

An alternative to genome sequencing is so-called mRNA sequencing from a tissue that is central to the trait. A dramatic example of the power of this strategy was provided by Forman *et al*. ([@b40]), who discovered a causal mutation for cerebellar cortical degeneration in dogs (OMIA 000175-9615) by sequencing the cDNA from the cerebellum of just one affected dog and then comparing that sequence with the sequence of human genes known to be implicated in homologous disorders.

The mutation-discovery timeline
-------------------------------

The time scale of mutation detection for Mendelian traits in non-laboratory animals is shown in Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. It is evident that the rate of discovery has increased quite markedly over time. For the first six years after the initial 1987 discovery, the combined rate for the eight most studied species (listed separately in Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) averaged around two per year. As genome-wide microsatellite maps became available and were published (1994--1999), the average combined rate for those eight species increased to nearly 10 per year and to around 15 per year for the ensuing five years (2000--2004). The following five years (2005--2009) witnessed the availability and publication of SNP chips and an average combined discovery rate of around 25 per year. The final three years shown in Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, with an average of around 45 per year, illustrate the fruits of SNP chips and annotated genome assemblies. As can be seen from the solid line in Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, by the end of 2012, the discovery rate across all non-laboratory animal species was more than one per week.

![The time scale of discovery of causal mutations for Mendelian traits in non-laboratory animals, from the discovery of a causal mutation for familial goitre in cattle in 1987 up to 2012. Results are shown for the eight major species (in stacked bars) and for all species (solid line). Also indicated are the periods during which genome-wide sets of mapped microsatellites and genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) chips became available.](age0045-0157-f1){#fig01}

Landmarks along the mutation-discovery timeline
-----------------------------------------------

The above discussion has provided a summary of the evolution of strategies by which causal mutations have been detected in non-laboratory animals. In concentrating on strategies, some discoveries of major importance have not been mentioned. Those that (in the opinion of the authors) deserve mention are listed chronologically in Table[2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Important discoveries of the molecular basis of Mendelian traits not mentioned elsewhere in this review, arranged chronologically.

  Important discovery                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    OMIA ID        References[†](#tf2-1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  First report of a mutation causing increased ovulation rate in sheep \[fecundity, Inverdale, FecX(I)\]                                                                                                                                                                                 000386-9940    Galloway *et al*. ([@b43])
  Discovery of a causal mutation for the Booroola fecundity gene in sheep                                                                                                                                                                                                                000383-9940    Wilson *et al*. ([@b138]); Mulsant *et al*. ([@b96]); Souza *et al*. ([@b121])
  Discovery of a causal mutation for adverse reaction to a range of important drugs in dogs                                                                                                                                                                                              001402-9615    Mealey *et al*. ([@b86])
  Discovery of a causal mutation for the callipyge mutation in sheep                                                                                                                                                                                                                     001354-9940    Freking *et al*. ([@b41]); Smit *et al*. ([@b120])
  Discovery of a causal mutation for the 'trademark' Siamese and Burmese phenotypes in cats                                                                                                                                                                                              000202-9685    Lyons *et al*. ([@b76]); Schmidt-Küntzel *et al*. ([@b114])
  First report of an inherited disorder in non-laboratory animals being due to an expanded repeat                                                                                                                                                                                        000690-9615    Lohi *et al*. ([@b75])
  Discovery of a coat colour polymorphism in the woolly mammoth                                                                                                                                                                                                                          001199-37349   Rompler *et al*. ([@b110])
  First report of an animal disorder due to a spontaneous mutation in mitochondrial DNA                                                                                                                                                                                                  001130-9615    Li *et al*. ([@b70])
  Discovery of the coding sequence for yellow skin in chickens, which also showed that present-day poultry evolved not only from the red jungle fowl (as Darwin had correctly surmised), but also from the grey jungle fowl, which was the source of the yellow-skin allele              001449-9031    Eriksson *et al*. ([@b37])
  Discovery of a most unusual causal mutation for the iconic white fleece phenotype of sheep                                                                                                                                                                                             000201-9940    Norris & Whan ([@b100])
  Discovery of the causal mechanism for a classic horse phenotype, namely greying with age                                                                                                                                                                                               001356-9796    Rosengren Pielberg *et al*. ([@b111])
  Discovery of the causal mutation for the classic feline tabby coat colour pattern                                                                                                                                                                                                      001429-9685    Kaelin *et al*. ([@b63])
  Discovery of the most unusual molecular basis of colour sidedness in cattle                                                                                                                                                                                                            001576-9913    Durkin *et al*. ([@b32])
  An explanation of the molecular basis of rose comb in chickens that also provides a molecular explanation for the very first case of epistasis ever reported (by Bateson & Punnett [@b15]), namely the interaction between the rose comb and pea comb loci, resulting in walnut comb   000884-9031    Imsland *et al*. ([@b58])
  Identification of a candidate causal mutation for polledness in non-Holstein cattle                                                                                                                                                                                                    000483-9913    Medugorac *et al*. ([@b87])
  Discovery of a mutation that plays a major role in determining modes of locomotion in mammals                                                                                                                                                                                          001715-9796    Andersson *et al*. ([@b5])

OMIA, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Animals.

These and other 'landmark' papers are presented in an annotated list under a tab labelled 'Landmarks, Reviews, Maps', accessible from the OMIA home page (<http://omia.angis.org.au>).

The rose comb and polled discoveries listed in Table[2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} are notable also because they represent the last of the six original Mendelian traits reported by Bateson ([@b11]) and Bateson & Saunders ([@b14]) to be characterised at the molecular level. Thus, 110 years after they were first shown to be inherited in a Mendelian manner, all six of the original Bateson/Saunders animal Mendelian traits now have a known causal mutation.

Complete lists of Mendelian traits with known causal mutations
--------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, the total number of traits in non-laboratory animals with known causal mutations was 499 at the end of 2012. A complete list of Mendelian traits with known causal mutations, up to 2012, is presented in Tables S1 and S2. In Table S1, the traits are listed alphabetically; in Table S2, the listing is by gene symbol. Up-to-date versions of each table are freely available from the 'Download' tab of the OMIA home page (<http://omia.angis.org.au>).

Types of mutations
==================

For many years, the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD; <http://www.hgmd.org>) has been recording all published human mutations and categorising them into the 10 classes shown on the *X*-axis of Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. With over 141 000 mutations documented in more than 5700 different genes, the HGMD distribution of the 10 classes of mutation provides a very accurate indication of the frequency of different types of mutations in humans. The number of mutations published for non-laboratory animals is far more modest: 556 in 312 different genes in OMIA up to 2012. (The number of mutations is greater than the total number of traits with a known causal mutation in OMIA, because more than one mutation has been published for some OMIA traits.) Although small by human standards, this number is sufficient for a comparison of the frequencies of mutation types between non-laboratory animals (OMIA) and humans (HGMD), which is illustrated in Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. For most classes, the frequencies are quite similar. The stand-out result is the predominance of missense/non-sense mutations (i.e. mutations involving a single base substitution): around half of published mutations in humans and in non-laboratory animals are missense/non-sense. The next most common type of mutation is small deletions (defined by HGMD as 20 bp or less), followed by splicing mutations and gross deletions. Interestingly, insertions are less frequent than deletions in both humans and non-laboratory animals. Although the two distributions do have considerable similarity, a chi-squared contingency test on the actual numbers indicates a significant difference between the two distributions: *χ*^2^ = 92.74; df = 9; *P *\<* *0.0001. By far the greatest difference in distributions comes from gross (\>20 bp) insertions, which are far more frequent in non-laboratory animals (5.8%) than in humans (1.7%). A close inspection of the data (not shown) indicates that this discrepancy is primarily in dogs, in which gross insertions account for 10.5% of published mutations in that species, compared with 3.8% across all other non-laboratory animal species with known causal mutations. Consistent with the ideas of Andersson ([@b3], [@b4]), this difference between humans and animals may reflect the fact that, unlike the HGMD list, the OMIA list includes single-locus traits that have been favoured by human selection. Such traits are more likely to be due to gain-of-function mutations arising from structural rearrangement (e.g. caused by insertions) of regulatory elements.

![The distribution of types of mutation in humans (HGMD) and non-laboratory animals (OMIA). HGMD data obtained from their public web site (<http://www.hgmd.org>) on 3 July 2013. Definitions of HGMD\'s 10 types of mutations are provided at the same web site. HGMD, Human Gene Mutation Database.](age0045-0157-f2){#fig02}

Although HGMD combines missense and non-sense mutations together, these two types of mutations are recorded separately in OMIA. Across all 556 mutations in the OMIA data set up to 2012, 193 are missense and 78 are non-sense, indicating that missense mutations are 2.5 times as frequent as are non-sense mutations. Of the 61 non-stop codons in the genetic code, 21 are 'near-stop', that is, just one base substitution away from a stop codon. Consequently, if all non-stop codons occur equally frequently, and if base substitutions occur randomly, the expected ratio of missense to non-sense mutations is 40:21. The observed ratio of 193:78 is consistent with this expectation (*χ*^2^ = 3.82; df = 1; *P *=* *0.05). It is realised, of course, that non-stop codons are not equally frequent and neither is base substitution completely random. However, it is interesting to see that the observed relative frequencies of missense and non-sense mutations in non-laboratory animals are consistent with those arising from the simplest of expectations, that is, that the observed proportion of non-sense mutations in non-laboratory animals (78/271 = 0.29) is in the same ball-park as the proportion of near-stop codons (21/61 = 0.34).

Finally, an analysis among the seven animal species with the greatest number of published causal mutations (dog, cattle, cat, sheep, pig, horse and chicken) indicates homogeneity in the ratio of missense to non-sense mutations (data are presented in the last two rows of Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; *χ*^2^ = 11.76; df = 6; *P *=* *0.07).

Conclusion
==========

Most of the information in this review is freely available from the OMIA web site (<http://omia.angis.org.au>). The authors of this review are very much aware that the information in OMIA is incomplete and that some information is incorrect. In stark contrast to the situation faced by the pioneering cataloguers of the pre-computer era, information in OMIA can easily be updated/corrected from anywhere in the world where there is Internet access. Even better, updates/corrections are automatically and immediately made freely available on the web site. The OMIA home page includes a list of colleagues who are registered as OMIA curators. There is an open invitation to anyone who is aware of anything in OMIA that needs updating/correcting to contact Frank Nicholas, who will be very pleased to register new OMIA curators and to thereby enable readers to contribute to this knowledge base. The authors are also very keen to hear from anyone who has the time and patience to take responsibility for any section of OMIA.

Some of the information included in this review is not yet available from the OMIA web site, for example details of individual mutations in tabular form and graphs like Figures[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} & [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. As soon as resources are found for the necessary software development, this information, and more, will be made freely available.

The term 'non-laboratory animal' used in this review embraces all species of animals except those that are well covered by phenotypic databases for their own species, such as mice, rats and zebrafish.

Building on the long-standing convention of *Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man* (OMIM; <http://omim.org/>), each trait in non-laboratory animals has been allocated an OMIA ID comprising a six-digit trait ID and (separated by a hyphen) the NCBI taxonomy ID (see <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/guide/taxonomy/>). At the first mention of any trait in this review, the relevant OMIA ID is given. Researchers are encouraged to include the OMIA ID in any publication relating to a trait in OMIA. If a trait of interest is not yet in OMIA, please contact Frank Nicholas who will be pleased to create a new entry. The URL for any OMIA entry is http://omia.angis.org.au/OMIAxxxxxx/yyyy/, where xxxxxx is the 6-digit OMIA trait ID and yyyy is the NCBI species taxonomy ID (usually four digits, but sometimes longer).

The authors are very grateful to John James for his help with the analysis and interpretation of the data illustrated in Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and for his very helpful feedback on a draft. They are also very grateful to Tosso Leeb, Leif Andersson and an anonymous reviewer for detailed, constructive feedback which greatly improved the manuscript. Thanks are also due to Alan Archibald, David Cooper, Bianca Haase, Donna Maglott, Hamutal Mazrier, Thomas Peterson, Bob Schnabel, Jerry Taylor, Claire Wade and Cali Willet for useful feedback. The analyses of mutation types were stimulated by the assembly of OMIA mutation data by Thomas Peterson and Maricel Kann. The authors are grateful to Sue Tok and Chris Moran for the time they devoted to our attempts to incorporate hyperlinks in the text.
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Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article.

###### 

An alphabetical list of Mendelian traits/disorders for which a causal mutation has been reported, up to the end of 2012.

###### 

Genes (listed alphabetically by symbol) in which mutations have been shown to result in Mendelian traits/disorders in non-rodent animals, up to the end of 2012.
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